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PlanDiRg for.the. next ge11eratiQn.
XU 2000, Xavier's strategic plan totaketheschool iilto the next centwy, wiJ.i'brlngman~ changes.tc>the .
university. Whatneeds to be unJ>rovedat Xavier? Aildwho's.deciding the game plan? In the nexf few weeks,
The Ne~swire--will investigate tliese ..strategic-plans;, and-the ·effect they will have on the students of tomorrow.· :
·
See page 2 for this week's stoiy:
cover de.ip hy John P. Glynn
photo hy·Ramon De.Je.ua
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Remember that song, "Oh· I wish I were an Oscar Mayer
. Wiener"? Now, Oscar Mayer is actually looking for people
who really want to be wieners.
Each year 12 recent college graduates get paid to
travel allover North America.
They attend the Super Bowl,
Mardi Gras arid the World
Series acting as goodwill ambassadors for Oscar Mayer
Foods, traveling in a 23-footlong hot dog on wheels.
The Hotdoggers, pilots of
the Wienermobiles, spend a full year traveling across the
country making promotional appearances. They are responsible for coordinating'much of their fun and hectic schedule.
Their visit~ include everything from fairs and parades to
grocery store grand openings.
The year begins with training at Hot Dog High where they
learn all about Oscar Mayer's history and products, planning
special events and how to maneuver their buns in traffic. If _
they cut the mustard and graduate from Hot Dog High they are
given their wiener keys and hit the dog highw:ay. ·
A major porti.on of the job is participating in. television,
newspaper and radio interviews. The Hotdoggers basically .
become celebrities for the year. Jason Clark, former East
Coast Hotdogger, said, "Driving a Wienermobile was the most
chaotic and fun year of my life. I loved it!"
If you are interested in hitting the Hot Dog Highway in those ·
brand-new Wienermobilescontact Oscar Mayer, Wienermobile
Department, P.O. Box 7l88 Madison, WI 53707.

It begirts with one
Natural Ties is a service organization whose goal is to
develop relationships between people with and without
disabilities.
By taking part in Natural Ties, people can develop
friendships that they would not normally have the opportunity to establish. Through these relationships, people ·
without disabilities learn to accept people with disabilities ·
for who they are. Natural Ties strives to see similarities
rather than differences and abilities rather than disabilities.
"I believe that the pur)>ose of Natural Ties is an e~cellent
thing for Jesllit Students to be involved With," stated junior
Michael Dake. "I recommend that anyone wanting to
expand their horizons, call one of the coordinators, and
take the farst step," added Dake.
For more information ori how you can become involved
with Natural Ties, please call Trip O'Dell at 221-8001 or
Mark Hettel at 351-2011. Taking part in Natural Ties
creates friendships and provides hope in local communities.
·
Remember, it begins with one.
•Ubmilled by Saral1 Brugger

compiled by Amy IMme•
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Strategic plan tackles future
BY PETE HoLTERMANN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Will Xavier see the return of
varsity football? What effect.
will our move to the ~tlantic 10
"
conference have on o~r
athletics and our academics?
How can we get more publicity
for XaVier across the country?
These are all issues that
Xavier University's Board of
Trustees addressed in their
recently released strategic
plan, XU 2000, to take the
school into the next century.
file pliolo
The report will be sent to
As
part
a
vier~
strategic
pla11,
administrators
examined
students and alumni in early to
. the possihility ofre-imtituting a varsityfootball team.
mid-December in a capsulated
version as part of the
team to practice or play their
President's Report. The plan
this conference will complement
. games on campus.
was divided into nine general
the efforts to achieve the other
Another problem preventing
areas that were then looked into
intercollegiate athletic goais."
the return of football is the issue
by different committees. These
The plan also addresses ways
of equality. A Xavier football
groups met and analyzed the .
to increase athletic revenues.
team would open up 60 new
specific areas for improvement,
This will be acheived mostly by ·
varsity
sport opportunities for
and then made recomineridathe basketball team .. By
men. In order to comply with
tions. Two of the focus areas
increasing basketball exposure
federal laws and NCAA regulaare intercollegiate athletics and
through television, radio !lnd
external support~ ·
tions, the.university would have print advertising, and With
One of the biggest issues
to create 60 new varsity spots..
increased ticket sales, sufficient
·. regarding ~ports was the
for women. This could not be
funds should be. raised to
feasibility of varsity football
done without creating new
support this growth.
1:eturning to xa,ier.
women's sports.
This athletic exposure is one
Committee members,studied
As far as the current athletic
way· the report indicates to
whether or not the university
teams are concerned, the report increase external support of the
could support a Division I-AA,
exi}resses the school's devotion
school.
non-scholarship football team.
to keeping those teams strong.
"We want to raise the
As part of this report, they
The return of the Varsity X
visibility and broaden the
composed a list of pros and cons Club is one way the report
recognition throughout the
on the issue.
suggests to do this. This is an
country about Xavier," said
Many of the benefits they
organization which brings
Kucia .
discovered dealt with the
.varsity athletes together to
In addition; the strategic
positive effects a foothall teain
support each other.
plan calls for the or~hestration
would have on recruiting. The
Another goal is to increase
of a major fundraising camallur~ of a football team would
the quality of Xavier's six
paign, as well as increased.
be a good way to attract people
priority sports. These sports
involvement from the alumni.
to come onto the campus.
are men and women's basket· It also calls for efforts to
•The report also
increase relations
said football would be
With the community
an asset for adding
around campus, with
activities to the fall
the local government,
semester, as well as
and with IOcal media.
allowing for a more
. These are all goals
traditioqal time for
t~ be completed
Homecoming.
within five to seven
However,· accordyears. ·AJlnual,ly, it
ing to John Kucia,
will be decided which
as~istant the presiaspects Will be
dent, the negatives
accomplished within
outweighed the
each year. As the
positives with regards to Xavier
ball and soccer, men's baseball, goals get closer .to completion,
football.
and women's volleyball.
the plans will be finalized.
"It is not a good idea for the
According to the report,
In the next two issuesof Tlw
university to pursue this option
joining the Atlantic 10 ConferNewswire, th~ enrollment goals
at this time," Kucia said.
ence will, "strengthen the
of the university will he examOne major drawback is the
athletic program and enhance
ined; as well as physical changes
lack of facilities. There is no
the visibility and reputation of
and construction on campus.
reasonable place for a footl>all
the university. Membership in
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Security

Some questions. raised at the meeting
mvolved the amount of computer informaTm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
tion and technologfthe library will have, as
_ Plans and considerations for the future well as library hours and staffmg.
·are being made for many aspects of cam"We're in very good shape right now,"
pus, including the McDonald Library. . Youngsai~. "Wehaveverygooosupportin
The ~rary Co.,.mittee ·which met ·on materials.and have kept up with electronic ·
Nov. 7 discussed what changes and im- commuitications."
.:
.. provements shaoUJd take place to bring the
Another question which was brought up
library resources into the 21st century.
.among committee members was whether or
· Library Director JoAnne Young said· not the library building itself will he suffiphoto by Ramon DeJwhile there aren't any hard and fast plans, cient in the next few decades. With.the
in the next 10 to 20 years, the library Win expandingresources,somecommitteemem- Xavier $McDonald Li/Jrary hopes to imhave to respond to changes and rising ex-. hers wonder if the university will need a prove with the chanKinK needs of
pectations.
·
larger facility.
tomorrow$ students.
BY AMY HELMES

Students offer improvement advice
modernization of the sports center.
A fast food commercial restaurant
Most
of the machinery in the weight
inside the liew university center is another
BY VIRGINIA SUTCUFFE
room
and other equipment in the center
improvement students would enjoy.
are
in
need of updating," said Kolilhepp.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Freshman Pat Foran said, "Your eating
Many
students also voiced concern
options are really limited between the Grill
over
the
lack
of parking spaces on
and the cafeteria. I think a fast food
While administrators are working
campus,
and
feel
a new parking facility
restaurant like McDonald's or something.
hard to envision Xavier in the next·
should be added to the list of improve·
would be a good idea."
century, students around campus have
ments.
of
an
on
campus
Also;
the
construction
sonic ideas of their own.
"I think a parking garage would help
Many students wowd like to see a new· basketball ar~na was highly favored by all .ol!t~yeryone's dilemma of trying to find
·of
the
.students
questioned.
However,
university center'as'iftop priQrity ~n the
a parking space," said senior Jenny '
improvement project. .
· some students showed concern regarding
Wishy.
.
the O'Connor Sports Center.
· "There is a rieed for a place where
Other improvement suggestions
· Sophomore, and aerobics instructor
students can hang out at besides the
by Xavier students are a stronoffered
residence halls. I think a new university Kim Kohlhepp feels that the sports center
ger
recycling
program, an option to
center would be a new place for socializ- shollld not he ignored in plans for the
purchase
computers
in the dorms, and
foture."
ing," said senior Carrie Livorno.
cable
throughout
all
the
dorms.
"Consideration should he given to the

Notes
·Wed., Nov. 9, 3:55 a~m.
A student in Kuhlman Hall reported
receiving harrassing phone calls. One·
student has been identified and will he
turned over to a disciplinary board.

Sun~, Ocl. 30, 3-8 a.m.
A blue 1991 Honda CRX was damaged in
the North Lot. The hood and roof of the
car had been walked on and were dented
in.

Thurs., Nov. 10, 2:30..7 a.m.
The computer lounge and kitchen on the
5th floor of Kuhlman Hall were vandalized.

Thurs., Nov. 10, 6:30 p.m.
A car parked in the South Lot was broken into and $265 in merchandise was
stolen.

!fyou have any information reKarding
these crimes please contact Safety a
Secun~y at X-1000.

compiled by Jeff Davia

Restaurant

JOIN THE CHINA COAST TEAM
AND YOU'LL BE IN GREAT COMPAf:iY
;.f
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.we May Be Able To
Reduce Your Health
Insurance Costs
We Offer A Variety
of 'Health Insurance Plans
• Major Medical Plans
• Short Term Major Medical Plan

. ·~··:,

China Coast.Restauranfl!i'Opening in Ctncinnati
' When it comes to good food - and g~~11i opportuni~ics-_ no. one does it better than Ch!nd4toast.
We're the newest concept in the full service Chinese· ~inncrh~usc marketplace, and sister concept
to The Olive Garden and ReCI Lobster.. ·: · · ·
.
• ·
·
.
We're looking for motivated tea~ ~embc~s fo~ the following positions:
• Hosts/Hostesses
• ·Walters/Waltr~sses
• Bartenders.
•Prep Cooks
• Apprentice Wok Cooks
•.Linc A11emblers
• Dish Machine Operators
You'll find great pay, excellent benefits, ancl plenty ~f room to. grow as we do .. Find out more.
Apply in person daily from 9am-6pm or call (513)' 474-6200. China Coast, 8600 Beechmont
.
Ave.; Cincinnati, OH. An Equal OpportunityEmployer. · .

••••••••
GW.
...
RIUAUflAIU

ltl

. JJ!lli

• Preferred Provider Option

·

For Individuals, Families and Employee Groups
NOT AVAILABLE IN Al.L STATES. CHECK WITH YOUR AGENT
THROUOH

American Community
MutUAI lnsuranc:e CompAny ·
Ham• Ottlce • livoni.. Mlcnlgan
• Foundld IU31 •

Phone or Wrlte

CROSS COUNT\' INSURANCE AGENCY
47Sl CORNELL ROAD
CINCINNATI, omo 45241
530-5515 OFFICE
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Deck-the mall
The Monday after Thanksgiving
break, durin·g Commons Hour, the
Student Government Association
will be dressing
up the mall with
holiday decorations. Everyone is
invited to attend .
and partake in
the holiday
cheer. Refreshments and food
will be
available to
those who
participate in the event. This is a
great opportunity for those Xavier
students who won't have a chance
to decorate their family tree to still
spread the holiday spirit.

"I feel (the ad vise rs) do a good job
and they really know· what they're
doing around here. They can set you
on the right way toward your major
and getting your degree."
.
Brad Zeller
freshman

"Some of the advisers are okay, hut some of them
just don't tell you what you n~d to know. You have
to run around in circles just to get the classes.you
want to take."
Emily Horsley
junior

"I think some of the advisers need

. "I think the advising is sufficient. The problem I

to be more well informed. I think
th!rc's a lot of misinformation that's
being given to the students."
Nicole Thobe

tliink, is the registration itself. The classesare too
small. There shou1d be more sections and more ·
va1·iety offered."
Becky Hershey
sophomore

j~tior

"What is it?"
Justin Barry
smtior

submilled by Trm·or Da,·y,
senate coordinator

.

"I have a good adviser. It's one of the best things
about the university. I enjoy his advice."
Drew Babson
sophomore.
.

.

.

Alumni drawn home by new even~
BY AMY .HELMF.S
Tm: XAVIER NEWsm

On Saturday morning, a Hospitality
Center Will be set up on the "beach" jusf
right of the baseball field on Victory.
Coordinators of this year's HomeParkway. A continent~) breakfast will
coming celebration hope the new format ':-.; be served to students and alumni from 9
and events will draw more Xavier
a.m. to noon.
students and alumni than ever before.
At 10 a.m. on Saturday, Xavier
In the past, Homeconting has not
alumni, faculty, staff, and students are
been centered around any major event.
invited to participate in the 10th annual
This year, Homecoming Holiday Hoop"AU For One Classic." This SK course
la has been ,planned for later in the
and two-mile Fitness Walk will begin at
semester, (Dec. 2-4) to coincide with·
the corner of Dana Avenue and Victory
Xavier basketball.
Parkway.
Throughout the week, a variety of
A new event which Homecoming
activities are
coordinators are
planned for
eagerly anticipatstudents, includ. .
ing is the Homeing a Lyp Sync
,,.. ~ ))
coming Parade on
a=~/.
Saturday morncontest, a pregame basketball \ l~: ,~'.
-:;::_---r~~
ing; which will
party, and
~') begin at the
Christmas on
corner of Dana
Campus celebraAvenue and
lions.
Victory Parkway
Homeconting
and proceed
weekend will
around the block,
officially kick off
concludinifat the
corner of
on Friday evening
at The Westin
Ledgewood and
Hotel for the Hall
Herald Avenue.
of Fame Banquet. Football legend J.
Xavier student orgailizations, commu. nity groups, and local high school bands
James Murphy '51, tennis star Martin
Wolf '79, basketball grf'.al Byron Larkin
will have entries in the parade,
'88, and former head football and
"We hope the parade will become a
basketball coach Clem Crowe will be the
long-standing tradition here at Xavier,"
four new inductees into Xavier's Athletic said.Joe Ventura, executive director of
Hall of Fame. Also Friday night;
the National Alumni Association.
From 11:30 a.m. to lp.m., a prestudents can watch Denny Dent and his
T.wo-FiBte~ ~rt Attack lit 8 p.m. in the.
game lunch with Santa' Claus will be held
pniversit~ Theatre.
·
in the Main Dinin§ Room, . ..
.

'fr
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~

)
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;

-
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talion for alumni in the Maindiriing.
After lunch, buses will head to the
Room. . .
..
..
..
Cincinnati Garde~s where.the Muske..
At 4 and 7 p.m. on Suridl1y,Xavier's .
teers will take on the Greyhoui1ds of
. vocal and instrumental ensefubies will ..
Loyola (Md.) at 2 p.m.
.
.
.,.
perform "A Festival of ~~r61s," in the.
Saturday ·ni.ght will conclude with the
University Theatre, to wrap up.the
annual Homecoming Dinner, Dance at
weekend's festivities.
·
the Omni~Netherland Hotel, downtown,
- Ventura feel~ this entirely new line up
For students, the dance wiUbe held at
of lfo1i1ecoming events.is attractive to
the Convention Center from 9 p;m-1
both alumni and stuclents and is afforda.m. • with rimsic by Milhaus.
.
.
able enough so that many people can get
. On Suri~ay, Mass Will be·celebrated
involved.
. __
'" Bellarmme Chapel at 12:30 P·'."·
. "We want to give people a reason to
foll_ow~d ~y lunch and a special presen- ..· ... come back ~o campus," Ventura said_ ' ·
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Btit plead.S rio contest to DUI charge
Bv'JEFF _[)Avis

blood.:alcohol level of .233.
The poi~t at which a person is
considered driving under the
influence is .100.
Norwood Police say on Oct.
30 at 12:11 a.m., a week after
.receiving a speeding ticket on
Oct. 24, Brit was driVing a
1986 Oldsm~bile eastbound on
Cleneay Avenue when he lost
control of his vehicle and hit a
.Volvo owned by Xavier
student James w~ DeSapri, of
1769 CleneayAvenue. ·
Norwood City Court sentenced Brit to pay' $50 ($30
cou.rt cost)'for the speeding
charge an~ $40 ($30 'court

Tm; XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Xavier basketball player
Tyson 0. Brit, 19, pied no
contest to minor misdemeanor
charges against him in
Norwood City, Court on
Friday, Nov.
Brit, a sophomore,.was
ticketed for speeding (45 in a
25 mph zone), failure to
control.his vehicle and driving
under the influence ofalcohol,
all of which police ~ay caused
Brit to hit a parked car. The
· law office ofthe Norwood City
Hall said that Brit had a

4:·

,.

cost) for failing to control his
vehicle.
The driving under the
influence charge brought Brit
a $250 ($30 court cost) fine,
. plus he must spend three days
in a work release program
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Brit also
loses his driver's license for
180 days and must pay
restitution to DeSapri.
Four passengers were. with
Brit when the accident
'occured.
No one was injured, though
police say only one person was
wearmg a seatbelt during the
. impact.

Norwood police also say
there were no adverse
weather conditions which
could have caused the wreck.
Xavier Athletic Department released a statement to
the media saying, "The issue
will be dealt with appropriately and internally." Coach
Skip Prosser returned phone
calls to The Xavier Newswire
but because of conflicting
schedules was not able to be
interviewed about the
incident. Brit, who is still on
the Xavier basketball
roster ,declined to comment.

STRUCTURE
'We're lookingfor
people like you."

.

.

·.Senator· helps shed light on campus
LuminariasareMeXicancandlesusedfor
On Wednesday, Nov. 16 and Thursday
festivals and celebra~~ns. They are made Nov. 17, there will be.a table in the lobby in
up of a paper bag With sand and a candle front of the cafeteria accepting donations
X-LuminateXavieris a project sponsored inside. Each Luminaria costs a dollar dona- from 11 :30-1:30 p.m. and from 5-7 :30 p.m.
. by the Student Government Association to. tion and all profits will benefit the Saint
On Friday, Dec. 2, at 7 p.m., the lighting
light up the Xavier ~~01pus for homeco01iiig · .. Francis Worker House. Luminarias can be... will take place. The candles will be placed
~eekend arid in:the..pr~ce~s, help out the less' : 'pur~hased ·at. th.e 'Comnititer ·Information ·throughout the mall, down the steps to Victory Parkway and on the sidewalks of
: fortunate.·
. . .
. .
Desk or from any senator.
The primary purpose of X-Luminate
·
Ledgewood, Herald and Dana Avenues.
Schulmeister says he hopes to get at least
Xavier is to raise funds for the Saint Francis
··worker House.in Cincinnati.
l,000 Luminarias donated.
The project is headed by student senator
~ ~'dreaUy
"The response has been good so far. I hope
Bob Schulmeister, who hopes to see this ef· ·.· ·
·
clubs, hall councils and other organizations
· fortcontiliue.inthefuttireasaXaviertradi;,
will get together to sponsor a Luminaria. I
tion. Sch'ohneister said; "I would really lik~
thinkoncethewordgetsout,itwillcatchon,"
to see the projeet catch on as a year-round
Cf.Z(C/i ·on -as
said Sehulmeister.
tradition •. It. is a great fundraiser idea an.·d
The assembly of the Luminarias will take
allows everyone t0 help the less fortunate of
place on Friday, Dee. 2, from I-6:30 p.m. at
Cincinnati~" '
.
l
the Armory. Volunteers are welcome, and
· ·· ·
Bob Schuhneister
The XaVier .campus will be lit up and
refreshments will he provided for those who
1
glowing through the use ofLu~inarias.
contribute their time.
·

BY VIRGINIA SUTCLIFFE
Tm; XAVIER' NEWSWIRE

/ike ·io

·see the project
yearround tradition. ''
l

·LOealcanWd~felearnsfrom defeat
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··.. ·... Perhaps
the most valuable asset
Burke '
. .I .. :· . . ·..
.
.has gai1*ed iS the connections she has made
' · · throughout her can1paign. She met many
Sopho~~re Tara Burke, who was
peopl~ ~ho gave her some insight on the
defeated ui lier iiid for. for stllte senator,
political pr~e8s! information she hopes
was "'happy With' the s~ppol'.t" she received: · she will be)able to applf in ~nother
on Eleetiolt·Day, lllsi Tuesday: :, • . > : ·· uJM:oriifug election.' ·Burke has not been
· . Burke::whomed no paid advertismg,: ·· discoiar~~.b)'last,Tuesday's results, and
. gained 30% t)f~er ilistrlet' ~ votes - an
. slte.11lall,ls t() .(oµow through With her
inipre&sive sho~g by a Demoerat in a
politiCafiispirations. •. . -. .· . ·
Repllhlican
.Biirice.'t~~ ~iifpossible plans for
: year ~ai\¥88 ~omin.ai.;a
victorie8'1lati~nWide> · ·
local fuvolvemm-.t: ;.
· .
·
.
enjJyc~cfth~'Jlrocess,".~tated Burke, .
"Cinciftiiati h88 many wonderflll
who is ~;fKl.liticalscience.major. "I was . · aspeC:ts?Po~lic~ are t~ often looked at as
surprised at the support heceived from ·
power. I
i}olitics as people, and I .
the community arid my friends and
_believe they
the way I can best serve
family."
the community," Burke.said.

BY JOHN P. GLYNN .
Tm; xAVIER NEWSWIRE

by'

"I

see

are

Democratic canJitlate Tara Burke put
upagootlff6Naitlwpolls. /Jut ultimately
lost to incum/Jent Ricllard Finan.

NOW HIRING
• Generous employee discount
• Flexible hours ·
• Fun atmosphere
Stop in for an application at TriCounty, Kenwood, Carew Tower,
Northgate or Florence Malls
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On Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1994, history was
made.
The Republicans won control of the
Senate and the House for the first time in
40 years. Also, the majority of governors
(36) elected were Republican. This was a
sweep unmatched in history. Not one
incumbent Republican in Congress was
defeated.
This was no accident; it was a mandate. The people have spoken.
Although it is sad that only 39 percent
of registered voters actually voted, it was
an exciting day if you were a Republican
who has voted for 30 years with little
result.
It was a strange campaign. It was dirty
and nasty in many of the races. David
Mann and Steve Chabot are only two
examples of what was happening all over
the country. I know by Monday I was
sick of the television ads. It is also strange
that a few incumbent Republicans
endorsed Democrats in other races.
The strangeness dido 'tend with the
campaigning. For the first time since the
Civil War, a sitting speaker of the House
was voted out of office; Tom Foley is gone
after 30 years of service.
And one Democrat, Shelby from
Alabama, switched to the Republican
party the day after the electiom. It will be
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The change the people want is not
Clinton's change. He ended up shifting
from a New Democrat to the same old taxand-spend, big goverriinent Democrat.
Many say this election was a vote against
Clinton and his liberal agenda .. Some
evensay this is the beginning of the end
for liberalism.
Actually, this is the beginning of the
people taking back their government.
The Republicans have told them that's
what they will do: break up big government and send it back to the cities and
states.
Republicans made a lot ofpromis~s. I
hope they learned from the Clinton
debacle th~t they had better keep those
promises. People are fed up, and the
Republicans had better put up because
the people will be watching what they do.
If theiright kind of changes don't occur,
we can expect revolt and possibly- Oh,
God! - Ross Perot and the beginnings of
a third party by the 1996 presidential
elections.
Many people think this is not a onetime happening. People around the
country are stepping back and seeing so
many freedoms being taken away by Big
Brother. Some predict this is just the
beginning of a conservative mood that will
build as time goes on. I sure hope so.
Right now, I'm very optimistic .
Come on, GOP! Do it- fax it and give
au back our freedom and government of
the people, by the people and for the
people.

The Xavier men's basketball season kicks off
tonight against the De All Stars (exhibition) at
the Cincinnati Gardens. We strongly encourage
you, the student body, to be mo~e supportive of
the team this year. The Midnight Madness held
in Scmidt Fieldhouse earlier this Fall is a prime
example of how the student body can inspire a
team.
Last season, many of the students that
actually showed up for the games treated it as
merely a social event. Obviously, many students
are unaware of the excellent basketball tradition
at Xavier University.
All the Muskies have done is make seven trips
to the NCAA tournament in the last nine years.
All they have done in the tournament is defeat
perennial powers Missouri and Georgetown to
advance to the Sweet Sixteen in 1989.
Only two years ago, the Muskies were a
couple of good calls away from defeating the
number one ranked Indiana Hoosiers at the
Hoosier Dome in the second round of the
tournament. Xavier has 'also p~rich.iCedf~u~·
NBA pl~yers in the last six seasons: Brian
Grant, Aaron Williams, Tyrone Hill and Derek
Strong. ,
Take a look at Duke University. While we
·may not have back-to-back national titles to
show off, Xavier can learn a IOt from the
"Cameron Crazies." There is a reason that
Duke University has not lost a non-conference
game at home in several years. It's called fan
support.
Our players learned that the hard way last
season when the Muskies traveled to Durham to
take on the fourth-ranked Blue Devils. Translation: a 20-point Duke victory largely due to the
small but boisterous crowd at Cameron.
So let's start attending the games on a regular
basis. Let's start to make some noise when the
team is down. The Newswire has a message for
all you upperclassmen: Get out of your seat for
once and show the freshman what a Xavier
basketball game should be like.

-K.II.
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Tartuffe promoting gay bashing
BY KEVIN PODGORSKI '
GUEST COLUMNIST

As part of my grade for theology class, I Jiad to write a
paper on one social issue facing our society today. I
decided to write my paper on gay bashing - an issue, I
feel, that does not get the p~ess it needs and deserves.
Mter days of reading articles containing gruesome
stories of violence and hatred, I wrote my paper and
turned it in to my professor. Thursday night, because of
.the hell week I had, I decided to take a break and go see
Tarttif}e, the new play the Xavier Players are putting on.
Toward the end of the play, something happened.
On the stage before me a new character was introduced
into the story. It was this character that forced my gay
hashing paper back into my mind. This new character
pranced around on stage, snapped his fingers, kissed
people in the wind, carried a fairy stick and said, "I'm
from San Francisco!"
I watched him, listening to what he was saying and
thought, "Why is he doing this? Does this script call for
this type of portrayal?"
I decided wholeheartedly that the play did not. I
co~cluded that the director simply used this stereotype as
a means to get a quick laugh, knowing that when the image
of a "fla~ing" gay man is used, everyone finds it humorous. The audience, of course, responded with uproarious
laughter, just as the director presumed.
At the end ofthe play, I left the theater and suddenly
heard someone ask, "Dido 't that one guy do such a good
job at playing a fag?" ·I was mad, but instead of saying
anything, I walked away. The lack of moral responsibility
I displayed th~t night has eaten away at me, arid now I
have decided I cannot repress my feelings anymore. I am
infuriated, and it is time someone knows.
It makes me so angry the way gays and lesbians are

negatively portrayed in media. It infuriates me that
people find the image of a "flaming" gay man the funniest
part of the play. It annoys me that people feel they cannot
say to someone, "Hey, that gay joke is not funny, and I will
not put up ajth hearing another one," and that ·they
passively accept it when gay and lesbian books are censored from our bookstore.
It makes me irnte that people used the words "fag" and

''When someone laughs at
a gay joke, he or she is not
bashing the crowbar into
someone~ head, but he or
she might as weU be. ''
"dyke" just as they use "I" and "me." It especially
aggravates me that no one says anything at all. People sit
there and smile even though it may bother them inside.
We must stop smiling, because the words and the jokes are
not funny. They are hurtful, dangerous, and play into the
fear of the unknown.
When someone laughs at a gay joke, he or she is not
bashing the crowbar into someone's head, but he or she
might as well be. By laughing, he or she saying, "I accept·
all that joke is saying. ·Yes, all gay men are flamers. Yes,
they all snap their f~ger~ and talk with a lisp. No, they do
not deserve the respect I myself expect from everyone
else."
Why is gay bashing and making "fag" jokes seen as
socially acceptable? Why can we make fun of gay people

without anyone getting angry? What is so different o~
inferior about them that they deserve the inhumane
treatment they receive?
The que_stion to ask right now is, "How can we stop the
bashing that takes place against homosexuals every day?"
In my theology paper, I quoted many authors and psychologists who believed that education is the answer.
The lack of education about homosexuality has caused
many people to believe that ~omosexuals are not real
people, but instead are sexual deviants who are sick and
cursed in the eyes of God. This belief puts the idea in the
hasher's head that it is all right to hurt a gay person,
because that person is not as normal as a heterosexual
person is.
We, as a society, must endorse education about homosexuality. Let everyone know that homosexuality and
homosexuals do exist and are not going away even though
they are not legitimized in society.
It should be" made obvious that homosexuals are no
different than anyone else except in the fact that they are
attracted to the same sex. It should bl;l shown through
books and movies that· a homosexual relationship is as
natural and common as a heterosexual one.
Get rid of the. "flaming" homosexual stereotype, replace it with the human "homosexual." The color of a
homosexual's blood is red just as e·veryone else_'s, and at
this point in society, too much of that blood is being spilled
for no other reason than ignorance and fear. Difference
is what makes us special and unique, not what makes us
deserve to have our heads bashed in·.
Society must confront its fear about homosexuality,
and the only way to do it is through education. When a
· book is censored, a mind is closed. Open someone's mind
with a book, not a crowbar. When education conquers the
fear and ignorance, the senseless violence will stop, and
everyone will feel much safer and happier.

. . . a thousand words

Thanksgiving
thoughts
BY RMION DE.}F..SUS
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Fallen leaves on autumn ground serve as a reminder of the Thanksgiving holiday which is greatly
ai1ticipated by many students and faculty on campus.
Some will go home to their families, others to their
friends, but all will spend time in a place where their
presence is greatly welcomed.
To those of us who sec our loved ones only every few
months, and to those of us who see them every.single
day, may we truly be thankful for them and grateful
for the fact that we get to sec them at all.
·

•:

Letters to the editor
Security's bark
w-orse than its bite
Doberman pinscher. What do you think of when this
dog is mentioned? Snarling teeth, big strong legs and
usually a bite worse than its bark, are all things that come
to my mind.
Now what do you think of when you hear X.U. 5-0?
Safety and security, right!?
With both of these in mind, I would like to describe an
incident which occurred on Thursday, Nov. 10. I was
riding my bicycle through campus on my. way home
around2:30in the afternoon. Suddenly lcaughta glimpse
of a stray Doberman that I had seen earlier in the day on
Dana Avenue. The dog was just wandering around
campus looking for attention, and so as the dog lover that
I am, I decided to cautiously approach the animal. The
dog came to me like I was its owner, wagging its stubby little
tail behind it.
My roommate and I then took the dog to the University
Center to see if Safety and Security could help us alert the
S.P.C.A. (Society for the Prevention 'of Cruelty to A~
mals). They told us that the agency had already been
called and that they would not arrive for an hour or two.
I then clecidccl t~ take the dog back to my house and call
the S.P.C.A. from there. While speaking to the representative over the phone I inquired if there had been any calls
from Xavier that day reporting the stray dog. She quickly
replied, "No, no calls from Xavier at all." Almost at the
encl of my line, I hurried the clog into my car and drove it
to the S.P.C.A. myself.
You'reprobablythinkiiig, "So·rhat?" Thefactisthat
Safety and Security is supposed to address a problem such
as a large stray dog roaming campus. I didn't appreciate
or expect the behavior· of the dispatcher either, as she
seemed to disregard my concern.·

This expanded defmition of life has allowed them to
focus on issues concerning the homeless, the elderly and
other marginalized groups. Service for Xavier University
and the surrounding community has become an important focus of thfl group's activities. Such actions exhibit a
more all-encompassing view of life's value.
However, the organization's actions this past election
day suggest a lack of dedication to a real concern about
human life. Fliers published by the Ohio Right to Life
PAC were placed on students' cars by Xavier Students for
Life. The stated "pro-life" ballot instructed voters to
support a number of candidates, based solely on their
opinions c~ncerillng abortion.
~e the frequently-mouthed argument is that such
candidates
will work consistently to protect human life, in
Whether or not the S. P.C.A. had been contacted is not
arena of politics, this is often not the case. A
the
complex
important. Neither is the fact that I may have been lied to
call
to
Steve
Chabot's headquarters, for example, proby the dispatcher. What is important here is the fact that
the dog was allowed to freely roam campus without any vided a more complete picture of his concern for human
intervention by Safety and Security. I find that vastly life.
alarming! If this dog had been rabid, violent in any way·
A Chabot spokesperson stated that Chabot firmly
and arrived on campus during busy class hours, there supports the death penalty and speedy executions, viocould have been a serious attack.
lently opposes· gun control and fails to see health care
I would hope that after this incident Safety and Secu- reform as a pressing issue. Pro-life? Or simply antirity would address further problems such as this in a abortion?
..
professional manner much more according with their
Yet this is a candidate that Students for Life endorsed
position.
through their distribution of Right to Life voting guides.
Mike Dusterberg Such an obvious inconsistency needs to be explained.
senior There is nothing wrong with the existence of an organization dedicated to the sole purpose of ending abortion. Yct
to hypocritically suggest that one holds a position of
supporting life and to simultaneously ask individuals to
vote for candidates who do not is wrong. .
.
Students for Life: Where do you stand?
Stephanie Moes
Glory McLaughlin
During the past semester, Students for Life has begun
seniors
to show an interest in discussing issues concerning all
aspects of human life.

Pro-life stance
needs focusing

Essay Contest
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First Prize $2,000
·Honor~1ble Mentions $250

e BUSINESS & CULTURE
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For more infonnation, please call Manette Frese at 1-800-221-9107, ext. 2836 •
Fax 1-(410) 617-2161 •Internet address: MIB_ADMIT@Loyola.edu'
Address: Executive and Graduate Programs• The Sellinger School •
Loyola College• 4501 N. Charles Street• Baltimore, MD 21210-2699 USA

The 1995 J.E. Davis Award will he presented to a college
student whose essay on the virtues of the free market
is chosen hy our review panel.

Topic: Capitalism and The Failure
of Socialism
·
· For additional information, including an ~,ntry. form, call
(904) 744-9986 or write to Dr. Mark .J. Perry, IWC,
Jacksonville University, 2800 University Blvd. N,
Jacksonville, FL 3221 I .
Fax: (904)744-9987
E-mail: jwc@junix.ju.edu

Deadline for entries: January 31, 1995
The: lns1i1111ion li1r World Capilalism :n Jac:ksorwillc: {Florida) I lnh;c:rsity is sponsoring .
lhis ;1111111al c:ssay l"ompc:1i1ion as pan of its i:omprd1c:nsiw c:dui::uion and puhlk
affairs program to advance dc:mocralil' capilalism in Anll'rka and around llll' world.
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Soccer bids seniors farewell

PORTS
Fab.Fottt.Ieave XU
fh Ru~ SIMEONE
'THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Once again, Xavier athletics must bid farewell to a talented cast
of seniors. This time, it is women's soccer which must say !ts goodbyes. Five seniors have played their last soccer game for XU, but
the memories of their careers will live on.
Tricia Feldhaus, Jenny Tombragel, Christy Klekamp, and
Kelley Keller have spent the last four years performing on Xavier's
Corcoran Field. Ayanna Love, a transfer· from Temple, only
played one season with the Muskies, but she, too, will be greatly
missed.
Tricia Feldhaus; a midfielder, was a very smart player during
her time at Xavier. She knew how to play and always executed her
duties. A very unselfish player, Tricia always put the team ahead
of herself.
"She did what was asked of her," said Tombragel. "If she had
to mark an opponent, she did. If she needed to make a key pass,
she did."
·
That type of team attitude did not belong solel; to Feldhaus.
Tombragel, also a midfielder, set th~ Xavier career assist
~ecord this year with 20 and also tied the season mark at ten.
. ' "l'like 'to ·work Wiili fuy ~e~mmates," she said; "''I don't see
myself as a scorer, so I prefer to set up the other players."
"Braget," as her teammates call. her, had a style which can be
likened to that of a basketball point guard. She would slice down
the middle of the field, getting a good look at everything to the left
and right. Then, she would make a beautiful pass to her teammate
for the shot on goal.
Christy Klekamp was another big contributor to the Muskies.
She has been described several times as "a great defender" and
was another intelligent player.· She was also an inspirational
leader who will always remember her years at XU.
"It was definitely fun," said Klekamp. "It's an experience that
I will never forget."
Another integral piece of the puzzle was Kelley Keller. She was
a very solid player during her career with the Musketeers. Most
people do not realize this; however, as she went about her business
rather quietly. The midfielder did what had tohe done and led by
example. The high-point of her career occurred this season.
"I thought playing Notre Dame was really exciting," she said.
"It is not too often that you get the chance t~ play the number one
team in the country."
'
The big surprise of the senior group ~ameiri the form of Ayanna
Love. She can probably be best described as a 5'2" package of
dynamite. At any given.moment Love could explode and put the
opponents and the crowd in awe with her vast arsenal of offensive
moves. The midfielder possessed incredible quickness and an
uncanny knack for finding the net.
Love also had a very aggressive and competitive attitude. This
is supported by the fact that she was the only player to receive a
reel card in any Xavier match this season. It is that fire, however,
which made her the gr~at player that she was.
Xavier University will miss these departing seniors. They have
provided the school with many thrills throughout their Musketeer
careers.

BY JASON BECK

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Dave Schureck, Darin
McCarthy and Doug Tegge spent
four year~ as intensely competitive high 'school opponents and
club teammates in Louisville before they were drawn to the Xavier
' .
.
men s soccer program under new
coach Jack Hermans. · Charlie
Combs was Cincin~ati Player-ofthe-Year, and Bryan Reinhart
had just won two straight state
titles at Roger Bacon.
It was their surprise when they
joined a team painted with a defeatist attitude, where teammates
took losing as easy as an ankle
wrap. Somebody's attitude had
to give.
Four years and two conference titles later, it cei·tainly was
not the class· of '95.
Over all the pain of playoff
suffering and hitter disappointment, the now-departing senior
players leave behind a legacy of
unparalleled success, piles of
records, and a winning attitude
for future classes to follow ..
Ironically, as Hermans e~
barked on his first recruiting trip
as head coach to Louisville four
years ago, Tegge wasn't in his
plans. Dismissing the possibility
of college soccer, he won over
Hermans playing alongside prize
recruits Schureckand McCarthy.
Mter coming off the bench to
score game-tying and -winning
goals his first two games, h~ became a starter. Now holding virtually every offensive record, he
finished al! a legend.
All the individual glory was
secondary to winning for Tegge,
one of the most shocked newcomers.
"Coming from a program in
high school where we never lost,"
he said, "you get here and you
think you 're going to make a difference. Then you find outthey 're ·
.)'

used to losing. That was new to the expectation oflosses to bigger
nie."
programs. The change came full
The frustration, needless to circle when they upset Notre
say, was shared all around the Dame for the first time since 1979,
new class. With the task of ad- part of an eight-game unbeaten
justing to college soccer, the five streak that propelled them to the
had to trust in each other to im- MCC regular season title.
prove their fortunes.
Whereas the 1992 season was
"Coming in with Jack,'' a confidence-builder, the five-win
Schureck said, "we could. soon season of 1993 built more charactell that we had a good freshman ter when as juniors they had to
class. I think it was just a matter · take both extremes of competition.
"They have learned to take
bad defeats and to take winning
pretty graciously. That's an important lesson you need to learn
in life, where you don't always
win. They matured that year."
As Hermans gathered more
talent in subsequent classes, the
abilitytowininl994wasmoreof
an expectation' and like they previous three seasons, the quintet
stepped up to provide nowyounger teammates with the will.
"Even a guy like Darin, who
dicln 't play a lot, played-by the
rules and helped out the younger
players," Hermans said. "They
set an example for others to folof time before we won the confer- low."
ence;"
Through it all; they did it toIn between their rude welcome gether. That may be why the
and earned respect was a lengthy friendships will rank with the ondevelopment process, adjusting field moments as memories each
to a more exciting, European of the latest Xavier soccer alumni
brand of soccer under Hermans. will take with them.
According to Reinhart, ''The
"Coming up you play a more·
defensive game based more on most memorable moments come
counterattacks," Schureck said, when you're driving in the van
"but ~th Jack you're always at- from Chicago. The thing I'll miss
tacking."
most is having laughs with the
Individually, players like guys."
For most of the seniors, memoReinhart attest to Hermans' instruction for takingtheir play to a ries are au' they will have left of
new level by combining finesse their soccer careers next season,
save for adult club teams.
and strength.
"Jack totally changed me Schureck plans to pursue coacharound," he said. "I was a run- ing opportunities after coaching
around, kick-as-hard-as-I-can Olympic Development teams last
type player when I came in, and summer, but even he admits it
won't he the same.
Jack settled me down a lot."
"I always wish that I could
By the time the class reached
their sophomore season in 1992, keep playing," he said. "I'm glad
they had already begun changing to move on, but I wish I could."
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·On Campus·

II

Yeah, yeah, yeah, once again we are bombarded with campus
activities. Make sure you guys are sitting dowri when you read this.

Tom Cruise doesn 'tfeel much like himse!fin Interview With the Vampire.

Coine to the ·Cabaret
Beatles• Bibles• Boobs• Bt1eanettes
What: French Bistro Night presented by the Xavier Players &
International Student Services.
Come and enjoy an intimate and authentic French dinner and
good conversation with colleagues followed by a performance of
Moliere's classic comedy Tartuffe.
Talk with the director and local actress Dale Hodges.

Interviewing the vampire
BY JoHN McllALE .
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Vampire movies have characteristically (save for 1993's Bram
Dine with Hank Bunker, our playwright in residence, who is Sto/,;er's Dracula) dealt with the
victim's side of the horror. Vamvisiting from Los Angeles, as well as other local playwrights from the
pires ~etamorphosing into hats
University of Cincinnati.
and praying upon the open necks
When: Friday; Nov. 18 at 6 p.m.
or'innocent victinls has long been
Where: The Terrace Hoom
ihe norm. But Anne Rice, with
How much: $10 for both dinner and show
film adaptation of. her novel,
chooses to deal with the vampire's
Reservations are limited to 20 people, so make them today.
struggle to survive.
To reserve your ticket:
Although much of the attenCall 745-3939 Monday-Friday between 11 a.m. and5p.m.
tion has been focused on Tom
Cruise for his portrayal ofLestat,
Interview With the Vampire is
taken, almost single-handedly, by

Brad Pitt. Pitt, playing the vampire-with-a-conscience Louis
(pron.; Loo-ee), makes his disturbed character transcend
Lestat. Cruise, in bi's own right,
does do justice to Lestat, and to
the original Anne Rice character.
. Rice tells of the struggle that
Louis, the conscientious vampire,
has with himself and with Lestat.
When first turned into a nocturnal humanivore, Louis rebels
against his new status and aga.inst
Lestat. But like anythiilg else
that's fun (and fattening) Louis
gives into his will and to Lestat.
BothCruiseandPitthaveheen
praised by Rice herself for the
jobs that they did with her characters (as you may know, Rice

didnotwantCruisetoplay Lestat.
She thought that he couldn't pull
it off, hut at the completion of the
.movie she gave full credit to Cruise
for his efforts).
Spanning· some 200 years,
Louis has accumulated quite a
story to tell; He chooses Malloy
(Christian Slater) to tell his story
to. This is where the movie opens
and this is also where it will encl
(for. fear of a plot summary, I will
not venture further into the actions of the movie!).
The movie has that surreal flavor that Bram Stoker's Dracula
had, hut it is much easier to un. derstand. It is also more enjoyable.

: • Off Campus • ·Chrishnas movies head new crop
Bogarts style. This is what's going on at Bogarts for the next
couple of weeks. Enjoy.

BY JmtN McllALE
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Saturday, Nov. 19 • Scrawl w/ The Wolverton Brothers
Whirlygig, and Broadcaster
Monday, Nov. 21 •Pride and Glory
Saturday, Nov. 26 • Steel Pulse
Sunday, Nov. 27 • Testament w/ Downset and Red Square
Black
Friday, Dec. 2 • Killing Joke w/ Stabbing Westward and
Overlords

The big one which everyone should go see:
Tuesday, Dec. 13 •Helmet w/ Quicksand and Caspar Br~tzman
Massaker
t

>

This is a new editon to our
loving college newspaper. What
we'll do here is give you people
some idea of what kind of.movie
stuff is coming out this fall and
winter. Herc we go:
November '1·:
Fra11ke11stein (R)
Do11hle Dragon (PG-13)
November 11:
l11terview Witli tlw Vampire
(R)
The Santa C!mtse (PG)
November 18:
Miracle 011 34th Street (PG)
The Prefessi011al (R)
_ Sw011 Pril1cess (G)

Richard Atte11horougli is Krirs Kringle Iii Miracle on 34th Street.

November 23:
Low Down Dirty Slzame (R)
Pagemaster (G)
December 2:
Trappeed in Paradise (NR)

December 9:
1Jtlii:ed 1Vuts (NH)
December 16:
Dumh a11d Dumher (NR)
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A Visit to Xavier's Homecoming
Dec. 2-3, 1994
'Twas the night before Homecoqiing and all its great thrills,
· Students marveled at Denny Dent as he gave them the chills•
.He appeared in Xavier's theatre with his canvas and brush,
Dancing and painting with·h,is rock 'n' roll touch.

·Denny Dent's
Two,fisted Art Attack
· On the morning of Homecoming, and out on the mall,
8p.m. Dec._2
Alumni and students hear the Musketeer call.
University Center Theatre

While the students all flocked to the grand affair,
They never expected fre~ doughnuts to be there.
The runners arrived to jog the 5K
And kick off the parade with a dashing hooray.
As the crowd gathered together under the big top tent,
They awaited the beginning of the surprise event.
,·

Hospitality Center
9 a.m.,noon Dec. 3
At The Beach

((~

When out on Victory there arose such a clatter,
'\' ... .:~.::"t":.:-...w~~,wc._'°
-'t:.~ -~
The crowd jumped to their feet to see what was the mattet"' · ·
. 7:;. .~-:={_"?.
"All F 0
Cl . ,, SK R
Coming down the street was a sight so grand or ne asstc '- ace h ·
· . k and some h'1gh sch ooI bands.
·
T ere were fl oats, St. Nie
10 a.m. Dec. 3
Dana & Victory Parkway

After the parade, you'll' hear: Santa call, ·
"Have lunch with me in the main dining hall! First Annual Homecoming Parade
Then load up the buses and head for the game, Following "All For One Classic
And hear the new coach call the players by name:"
11

"Now, Hawkins! now, Massey! now, Sykes and Rose!
We can beat the Greyhounds, as everyone knows!
To the top of the rim, above them alU
Now break away, break away; and dunk that ball!"
Pre,Game Lunch with _Santa Then to the Convention Center the students they flew,
-11 :30.a.m.~1. p.m. Dec. 3
Ready to dance and celebrate, too.
Main Dinmg Room
And as they danced under the ballroom light,

I heard St. Nick say, as he drove out of sight,
"Happy Homecoming to all, and to all a safe night!"
Homecoming Basketball Game
Musketeers vs. Loyola (Md.) Greyhounds
2 p.m. Dec. 3 at Cincinnati Gardens

'/)
)I :;::

\,) •

\')
IL.

..

~..

0

...,

Homecoming Dance
'9 p.m.' 1 a.m. Dec. 3
Cincinnati Convention Center

For more information on Xavier's

Holiday Homecoming Hoop-la,
call the National Alumni Office at 745-2078
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KudostoTt.
. BY JAY KALAGAYAN

. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Lights up. There's an
avocado-colored refrigerator
with matching cabinets on the
stage. A series of potted plants
bow down to a picture of
former President Nixon on the
wet bar. The revival of the
Partridge Family? No, this is
the scenery of the Xavier
production, Tart1if.fe.
The French play by Moliere
was considered a timeless
classic since its first production in 1667. Moliere had to
·change his piece several times
to please the audiences and the
king, Louis XIV. This fall,
Dale Hodges; director of
Xavier'sproduction of
Tartuffe, decided to modernize the playfor the college
audience.
. .. . .
Los Angeles, California in
the 1970s takes the place of
France in the 1670s. Tights
and a priest make way for
bellbottoms and the "hippy
guru." Tartuffe examines the ·
morals and faith of humans.

The original play presented
the character Tartuffe as a
religious fraud ~ the Xavier
version places· hUn as the priest
of the soul, spouting the new
word of God, but not following
them in the least. Tartuffe is a
hypocrite, and the cast con- .
stantly tries to prove his false
intentions to the man of the
house, Orgon.
Moving Tartuffe.to a setting
and time it was not originally
intended for makes it seem out
of place. The modern version is
visually pleasing (placing the
setting totally in L.A.), but the
translation of the script is not as
thm:ough.
.
Much of the dialogue of the
characters is partially modern~
ized, but the 17thcentury ·
French keeps sneakifig in,
confusing the eyes and the ears.
The play as a whole. 'Vas both
hilarious and.fastm.lving, with
a surprise tW:ist at the encl ..
Some highlights of the play
included the role of Tartuffe;
played by Sean O'Brieri. His
spaghetti eating meditation, and
seduction of ()rgon wife led to .

's

ARNOCD

.':JJI.
,,..fE
. . e.:..

_,,_·..#.

..

... .

.

lln anmsmg; likfthle al1dwell;.
done character. .
Orgon, played by Rick
Terry~ ·ap~ars t()be·the Clark
. Kent (of the black-and-:white
. series) come t~X~~er. Terry
*"giyes an energetic perform~nce
with his movements and
reaction, ;aricl he balances well
With the other characters.
The annoying banshee wail ·
of Marianne (Jennifer
neisdorf) had me covering my
ears ..The gliding entrance of
Valere (Mike LiderbaC:h) had .
me rolling in the aisles. The
old tmie, "l'ni a Believer"
kept the people tapping their .
· feet and the horn~ge to Nix~n
ended the sa~e. ·
·Tartlfl]if is afinf.l follow-up
to The Coio;ed Maseu:,,, and
. presents a moc:le~ me~sage to
the audience.
·
Tarluffe .run~ thi!' weekend, Thursday, Nov: 17
. through Sunday, Nov. ·20. All
pe,rformances begin at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $7 for general · ·
admission, $3 for students
with l.D.; with $loff if you
conic in a 70's outfit.

EMMA

8'NNY

SCHWARZENEGGER DEVITO THOMPSON
Nothing is
inconceivable.

Diversions and Universal .·Pictures
proudlyannouncethe(lrrival of Junior.
The first 35 readers to come to the
Publicatiolis Housetoday, at 4:30.p.m.
will receive a pass goodfortwopeople
to an advance screening of Junioi. The
screening will take place at Showcase
Cinema$ Cincinnati on Thursday, ·Nov.
17. Junior is due out on Nov. 23.
ITS NOT TOO LATE TO CATCH
A RIDE WITH AIR FORCE ROTC I

;._,..

IN THE ARMY,
·
NURSES AREN'T JUSTIN·DEMAMD.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.

11\..
"
)~ ~

~·1J *.·;1~~~.~
'~,;it:'t·i.o.i...

.

.

. ktKt;:i;

Any nurse who just wants a job can_-,...,,.,.r-.::--.-- with your level of experience. As
find one. Btit if you're a nurs-

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own 'career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1:800-U:SA ARMY

If you're a freshman or
sophomore in good academic
standing, we have a place for"you.
We offer 2- ·and 3- year scholarships, ·
· lots of leadership opportunities,
a commission as as Air Force Officer,
a job after you graduate, plus a lot more.
For more info, call Air Force ROTC at the
University of Cincinnatti. Call 556-2237.

ARMY NURSE CORPS~ IE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Air Force ROTC
Leadership Excellence Starts Here
:re

::;~
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Yes ~N' Deed: a view from Society
BY SOREN BAKER

Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
When Professor Griff {of Public Enemy fame) came to
speak at New York University in 1988, Markus Effinger
met the man that would end up being his best friend. ·
Six years have past and Effinger·, who has a B.S.
degree in Industrial Psychology from NYU, is now known
to the rap world as Society. He was featured on Professor
Griff and the Last Asiatic Disciples' three albums as a
writer, producer and rapper.
With the release of Yes W' /Jeed (The E.P.), Society
has stepped on the scene as a solo artist.
Socie_ty's voic~ reminds me ofYZ's, but only slightly.
In fact, Society was not pleased of the comparisons to
members of the Wu-Tang Clan he has received because he
docs not believe they sound alike.
The E.P. showcases several innovative twists to the
current rap scene. One is the production. The hasis of the
title track is a sample of classical music. When I first
heard it, I was shocked. Compton's Most Wanted had
incorporated a Classical bite on the intro to its Music To
Dri11ehy, but only once before had I heard it as the
backbone of an entire, grade-A rap song. .
The lyrics are freestyle in nature and Society does well
hy including several ~lever rhymes throughout the song.
lie wanted the song to allow him to "take an identity of
[his] own, not choose from what is already out there."
.,.,.,.

Because he has been in the industry for a few years,
Society has encountered some of the evils within it. For
example, he.believes that "if labels didn't have to deal
with rap, they wouldn't," but they do because they "can
make something from nothing with rap." Most rap
albums are relatively inexpensive to produce, and on the
average, labels do not spend a substantial amount of
money promoting the album and artist like they do with
other musical genres.
Another problem with rap is the saturation of the
market. Because of this, Society realizes that fans can no
longer afford to buy eve1·ything that comes out. As a fan
and amusieian, he knows that an album had "better be
good since they cost so much." The high prices of CDs and
cassettes is "making [rap) unavailable to the people who
want it.".
The media, whom Society refers to as "multi-ethnic
destruction in America," is another problem that rap' pers face today. After all, it was the media that misquoted
~ Griff, leading to his dismissal from Public Enemy. ·
}
Society and Griff have collaborated to write Portrait
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§!'.~~ E" ofa Ghetto JJ1artyr. The book, scheduled to come out
The reemergence of elaborate scratching courtesy of next Spring, will explain a lot of their ideologies, in their
D.J. Slice is another innovative twist. Even though this is own words. He will also be putting together Niggoz Notez
and Quotez "qf a Bloc/,: World Revolutioll, "which he
~nly an E.P., there is more scratching on it than on most
describes
as a modern version of The Last Poets.
cm:rent full-length rap albums. Furthermore, the
Pick
up
Yes 'l\'' Deed (Tlw E.P.). It is a innovative
scratches utilize snippets from some of the greatest rapaddition
to
a rap world that is in. dire need of quality
pers of all time: Rakim on· "Yes 'N' Deed," Q-Tip on
sure to look for Society's full-le111:,rth release
albums.
Be
"F.U.N.K. (From Us Nasty K.idz)," and Guru on "Hap As
in
March;
An Art."

I

....

SAC PRESENTS:

.Homecoming Wee~.1994
Tuesday, November 29
8PM
Lip Sync Contest an~ Spades Tourney, Downunder, WIN PRIZES!!!
W~nesdav~ November 30
XU Basketball, Muskies versus Miami Redskins
6PM
Garden Party, Pregame Festival, Cincinnati Gardens, Buses Available
Thursday, [)ecember 1
Christmas on Campi.is, Pictures with Santa
7:30PM
· ·Movie: The Christmas Story, Kelly Auditorium, FREE FOOD!ll
Friday, December 2
8PM
Denny Dent and his Two-Fisted Art Attack, Theater, Tickets $2 with ID
Saturday, DeCember 3 .
··
· ·
Homecoming Parade on Victory ParkWay
9AM:
Free Food at the Hospitality Center, the Beach
10AM
Ail For One Classic 5K Race, register at SAC Office
2PM
Musketeers Basketball Game
9PM-1 AM
Homecoming Dance with Milhaus at the Convention Center, Tickets $10
Tickets go on sale Monday, .Nov. 21 in SAC Office

FOR MORE INFO CALL SAC AT 745-3534
.·
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11/21/94
•''W''stands for "wonderful." It also stands for "You
are a 'winner.'" Today is your last chance to withdraw
from a class (or four) in order to receive a mark of "W"(or
four) on your report card. Believe me you, weathering a
"W" is by far more fun than rmding a big, fat "F' on your
report card, primarily because the letter "F' does not
. symboJize adjectives which are as pleasant as_ those of the
letter "W.~ The r~gistrar is:anticipating your visit.

11/16/94
•Something's brewing over at the· Romero Center
today from .4-5 p.m. It's lntematiot.al Coffee Hour
featuring flavors from the Dominican Republic. Don't be
. a drip, go on and have a sip - or a cup if you prefer (too
bad nothing good rhymes with cup).

11117194
•Moliere's Tartuffe resumes tonight and continues
through Sunday, Nov. 20. Knaves, fools and fanatics are
the ingredients of this saucy French dish presented by the
Xavier Players. Showtimes are 8 p.m. in the University
Center Theatre. General admission is 7 bones, but Xavier
students only have to scrounge up 3. Neat-o!
•Get a taste of worldly food from 8-9:30 p.m. in
Tucker's Lounge of Brockman Hall. Sample the delicacies ofltaly, Mexico, Germany, China, Croatia, France,
India, Spain, Lichtenstein and the good old U.S. of A.
B.Y.O.B. (Bring Your Own Bib) Bon Apetite!

11·/22/94
11/19/94
•Xavier Rugby returns to Cohen Field today for the
team's rmal regular season match against Musking11m. As
always, admission is free and all are encouraged to attend.
Don't knock it before you try it. Kick-off is at 1 p.m.

• • Spring Break 95 • •
Spring Break! · Bahamas
America's #1 Spring Break · Cruise $279! Panama City
Company! Cancun, Bahamas, Kitchens $129i Cancun &
Daytona&Panama! 110%1.owest Jarnai~a'-$399! Daytona $159!
Price Guarantee! Organize 15 Keys $229! · CocoaBeach $159!
friendsandTRAVELFREE! Eam 1-800-678-6386
highest commissions! (800) 32Teach Spanish: Earn $15.00
TRAVEL.
an hour. Classes are held on
Mondays and Wednesdays from
Outback Steakhouse
8240 Montgomery Road, 793- 3:30 to 4:30 in Hyde Park and
5566. Now hiring friendly people Downtown. Call 331-0790.
forthefollowingpositions: busscrs,
· dishwashers,hostesscs,cooksand
Wanted • Individuals and
servers. Greatworkenvironment
Student Organizations. to
with above average wages. Call
PromoteSPRINGBREAK'95.
Mitch Miller.
Earn substantial money and free
trips. Call Inter-Campus
Programs. 1-800-327-6013. - .

1- and 2-bedroom apartments
available in 3-family house w/ oWn
entrance. Quiet area, equipped
kitchen, washer/dryer, off-street
parkirig. $280-$300, included
utilities, price negotiable. On
corner of Hazel & Hudson. Call
Mark 731-2823.

Muz's Bar, Female bartenders
needed. Expericncepreferredbut
notrccp1irecl. Muz'sinMt.Lookout
- Great F1m, Great People, Great
Tips. 871-9700. .
..

Part-time production assistant,
some nights/evenings. Flexible
schedule,set-upforspccialevents,
lifting required. 772-6112, ask for
Greg.

Help Wanted - Funky's Cafe:
Cooks, servers, part-time
bookkeeper. Please apply in
person. KenwoodTowneCenter,
7875 Montgomery 891-4490.
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•Today, on this nineteenth day of the eleventh month
of the year A.D. 1994, I am outraged to tell you that it is
"Have a Bad Day Day." This day has been designated by
the Wellness Permission League to offer.a respite for those
of you who are filled with the revulsion at being constantly
told to "have a nice day." So, with that in mind, from me
and my family to you and yours, I hope that your day
really sucks eggs!

CLASSIFIEDS

'I

A sobble-sobble-see and o sobble-sobble-gm,
.. When you wake up in the morning you don't
have to.go to clau.
A Gobble-gobble-me and o sobble-sobble-jerky,
Head on home/or iliat home-cooked turkey.
Gobble-sobble-lee and gobble-gobble-loaded,

This bird's for you. Have a good one.

RESEARCH INTERVIEWERS
'.·:'

Great Part-time Job for
Marketing and Business
Majors.

·Excellent Experience to put on
your resume.

Hiring
market
research
interviewers for days, evenings and
weekends. $6.00/hour starting;
higher_~tarting wage considered for
previous
market
research
experience.e'Great Work Atmosphere
•No selling involved
•Pleasant environment
-Convenient location on bus route

Benefits Available: For FullTime Employees (30+ Hrs/Week):
Paid training; paid holidays; 401 K
investment plan.

• You can work l/eJtible hours, Including nights and weekends
based on your academic schedule.
• Unlimited hours while attending college - including
Christmas, spring and summer breaks.
• Warehouse/dock eJtperience helpful, but not necessary.
• You must be alfeast 1Byears old.

• You must have 2 years of verifiable materials handling
experience with freight rlocl<s or warehousing within
the last 4 years.
• English literacy required.
• You work some nights and/or weekends.
• You must be alfeast tByears old.
Applicants must have drivers license,
S.S. card or birth certificate when applying.

APPLY IN PIERSON
TU/ESDAY·FRIDAY 11:00AAf.6:30PM
SATURDA r l:OOAM·4:00PM Ar
Watkins Motor Lines, Inc.
··&431 Centre P1rk Drive· ·
Wes• Chester, OH 45069
513-771-5880; Eit. 41

Qualifications: 18 years or older;
able to ·follow detailed· instructions;
· excellent· handwriting; outstanding
speaking skills; typing/keyboard
expeience; professional appearance.

Apply In person Mon·Frl, 9am9pm at the 3rd Floor Research Center

MATRIXX MARKETING
l ! ,I l( l ~_,.11 111f r 11 1r ! If •f y I ~1 ) I! I
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,1· THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Take a dip
5 Clerics
10 Cat's-paw
14 Ore vein
15 Playground ·
· feature
16 Strong desire
. 17 Eng. river
18 Sword
19 Steak order
2o:rafdy .
.
22 Stinging plants
24 Apple centers
·
26 Nothing
27 Mother or father·.
30 Sarene
l--+-....,.~""'-35 Stir to action
36 Hospital section
37 Mentally healthy
38 Make a mistake
·39 Miik farms
4254
43 Male deer
45 Great joy
46Glue
48Wages
01994 Tribune Medi.I Selvices, Inc.
50 One's life work
AllRlghtl~.
51 Illuminated
ANSWERS
52 A bit of crying
54 Postal employee 12 Fairy tale
SOY1,SOJ3S .l y J H
monster
SB Agrees to
N J J .l
MQl\Y
33:111113
13 Dregs
62 "Hawkeye"
Ya
63 Breakfast bread 21 Softened the
VllON
color of
65 Mrs. Charles
S.lNlSSY NV 1 I Y W
23 Nervous twitch - s II y~ • .l 1 1 66 Youthful suffix
67 Alex Trebek, for 25 Most thin
113311 " :> s 3 I llY1YS
27 Fourth estate
one
3 .l SY-ff! l J 1 9• 9 Y .l S
28
Main
artery
68 Confess
I\ I 1• S l I II
•II II J
29 Countrified
69Warmth
3 sTn 0 II
l N y s • a II y
31 Cleveland's
70 Gardener's
waterfront
need
1 n :I 3 :> Y 3 ~ .l N Jiii Yd
32 Disloyal
71 Strlplings
- 1 I N • S l II o : > 33 Bring together
34 Foot pedal
DOWN
l II y II
II 3 I y s
N0 " "
36 Artifice
1 Hunk
J o 11 n
1 o 1 1 s
1 a o 1
2 Worked a loom 40 Stirs up
100.l SJllY WIAIS
41 Practices boxin!
3 Graven image
44 Chivalrous
4 Threatens
47 Arms
5 State
true
storehouse
6 Cutting tool
49 Border
7 Baby garment
· 50 Divisions of
8 First garden
society
9 Lover's song
60Walked
56 Brainstorm ·
53 Relieved
10 Shell-covered
61 Logger's tools
57 Alaskan city
54 School subject
creatures
64
High card
55 Toward sheller 59 Exploding star
11 Exam type

.!JIJ!.!
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MR. FRUMPY SAYS ...
'Whenever possible, fill dead white space with a clever quote!"
... have a safe and happy Turkey Day!!

-=~f:u...dJi"

Carol's got some ezplalnlng to do
when Tiger unearths the remains of her
fint husband in the back yard.
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MONDAY MANAGER'S SPECIAL ~
LARGE SINGLE TOPPING PIZZA
-

AVAILABLE~EVERYMONDAY 4PM to CLOSE.

USE FREE DELIVERY COUPON .BELOW!

STA.R.T JVI.A..:K.ING YOUR. PL.A.NS FOR.

WINTER. .BH.E.A.K: NOW!

BURKE MARKETING. RESEARCH would like to help you make $$$
for winter break vacation. We are looking for 50 students by
NOVEMBER 21 to conduct national opinion telephone res~arch
surveys to gather information on consumer awareness, usage, and
attitudes about different products in the marketplace. INVOLVE8.
NO SELLING AND YOU CAN CREATE YOUR OWN SCHEDULE. Come
work for. us until your winter break, come back to .work after your
winter break, or elect to continually work wltth us throughout your
school yearl
WE OFFER:

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

$6 /hr starting wage
paid 4-nlght training
flexible evenings/weekends •hlft•
tuition reimbursement
study room available
diverse and rellllled working environment
~asual dre•• .
2 mile• away from campus
Convenient Walnut Hill• or Sharonville location•

Don't Delayll Call:
.,

Marta Smyth SS9-7521 . or · ·Martha Moran SS9-7518
.
or fax your reau~~·
_,_, __, ~o 559-7SSS
•

I'

•

• '

•

·_'.i :' '~. . , .
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Here's a
jolly g~od
job for the
holidays•.

.·. ·.LAZARUS is seeking
. Santa.Claus and his
·helpers for both
daytime and evening g;i....
visits with the very
youngest of our
customers. Great
o levels of patience
and a _genuine love of
c h i I d. r e n i s , .
absolutely·
~-'1 necessary. If this is
....,,~ you, please apply in
•w~.~·person at · the
Downtown
Cincinnati Lazarus
Human Resources
Department, on· two
next to· Electronics
and the Book Shop.

LAZARUS
EOEM/FID/V

S

em.·ors Larry Sykes and
Lynn Bihn hope to
wreak havoe on their
l'tlCc· opponents this year.
Look b1side· fo1• scouting reports and pt-edietions fo1• the
ean1paig11 ahead.
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tile photo

Head Coach Skip Prosser (middle) hopes his co-captains JeffMassey (right) and Michael Hawkins (left) will carry-the Mu.sides to new heights this season.

Men's hoops a mystery in remodeled MCC
..

BY

Russ SIMEONE

THE XAYJER NEWSWIRE
As Xavier's men's basketball
team enters into the 1994-95
season, without Brian Grant
(now in the NBA), Tyrice
Walker, and Erik Edwards,
there looms a huge question
mark. Nobody is sure what to
eXi>ect from this team.
The best way to get an idea
of what will he on the floor
when the Musketeers open their
season on November 25·against
IUPUI is to look at the team
position by position.

GUARDS: Seniors Michael
Hawkins and Jeff Massey lead
the way for a talented group of
backcourt players. Massey,
XU's only returning douhlefigure scorer' can excite the
crowd by dialing long-distance
with a three point bomb or by
slashing through the paint for a
one-handed jam.
Hawkins, most likely
returning to his natural position
at the point, shouJd rack up
numerous assists this season.
He can also step out beyond the
three-point arc and light it up.

player. He shouJd pull down· ' ·his jumper. Rose will pr~hably
He shot 37% on his three point
his share ofrebounds and get
see time as the fill-in for Sykes
attempts in 1993-94.
· some points·in the paint.
when he needs a breather.
The sophomore trio of
Accompanying the seniors at
Sherwin Anderson, Kenny
the forward spot are red-shirt
HEAD COACH: Skip
Harvey, and Tyson Brit should
freshman Andre Smith and true ·Prosser, returning to Xavier
also see its share of minutes.
freshmen Brien Hanley,
after an absence of one year,
Anderson showed flashes of
Tavares Johnson, and Terrance ·will follow in Pete Gillen's
brilliance last season as he
. Payne. Johnson should see the
footsteps. Actually, he may
brought the crowd to its feet
· most minutes, providing strong ·even leave his own tracks; as he
with no-look passes and drives
rebounding skills and inside
may prove to be a better coach
to the hoop.
scoring.
than the departed Gillen, now
Harvey displayed a pure
Hanley and Smith shouJd
shooting touch during his
at Providence. It sounds too
help out by scoring from the
freshman year, but seemed to
good to be true, but it is.
outside. Payne, like Sears, is
lack the confidence to put it up
recovering from an injury and
when open late in the season.
INTANGIBLES: Prosser
cannot be expected to perform
Brit was slowed by injuries in
has installed pride and hard
early mthe campaign.
his debut season, but should
work into the program. He has
Junior Kevin Carr was lost
make his presence known on the
the players believing in
for the season with a knee
defensive end this year.
themselves and playing like the
injury.
Musketeer teams of the late
FORWARDS: Last season,.
1980's.
CENTER: Larry Sykes
Pete Sears did not see nearly as
One big minus in the '94-95
shouJd see most of the minutes
many minutes as he should
equation might be the fan
as the man in the middle for the support. It was excellent at
have. He is currently
Muskies. The senior "Tower of "Midnight Madness," but it is
recovering from knee surgery,
Power" has improved every
but should have an increased
hard to overlook the lifeless
.
work-load when he returns. He year and has shown a
crowd that was often present at
tremendous work ethic during
is a tenacious defender and also
games last season. Apparently
this pre-season. He is a very
a benefit on the offensive end,
XU fans do not realize that
good rebounder and a decent
as he can score inside and out.
teams feed off the crowd and its
Sears, a senior, can also
defender. He can also stop the
energy.
crash the boards with the best
hearts of the Cincinnati
Gardens faithful with his
of them. DeWaun Rose,.
SUSPENSIONS: Forwards
another senior, gives the
thunderous dunks.
Brien Hanley, a freshman, and
Muskies some size (6-8, 212)
Unfortunately, he has yet to Andre Smith, a red-shirt
and another legitimate inside
find the range and touch with
freshman, have been suspended

from the team mderm~(efy for I - academic reasons. According to
Skip Prosser, the men's head
coach, the two players will once
again be eligible when they
reach the pre-set academic
standards.
SCHEDULE HIGHLIGHTS: Nov. 30 vs. Miami
(Devin Davis, Landon Hackint)
Dec. 17 vs. Ohio University
(Gary Trent)
Jan. 9 at Cincinnati (Damon
Flint, LaZelle Durden)
Jan. 21 at Notre Dame
(nationally televised on NBC)
Feb. 18 at George Washington (Nimbo Hammons, Kwame
Evans)
OUTLOOK: Prosser has
installed a positive attitude into
the players as they go into the
'94-95 season. If they can now
play to their potential,
combined with Prosser's
coaching abilities, the Muskies
may revert back to the type of
play which made Xavier giant
killers in the late-1980's.
PREDICTED FINISH: 206 reguJar season, finishing first
in the MCC.
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Prosser returns to guide Muskie basketball
BY STAN KANIECKI
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Xavier University has seen about 1,000
new faces invade its campus this fall, hut
there is one that stands out the most to the
students and alumni. That face is the one
of new men's Head Basketball Coach Skip
Prosser.
Coach Prosser replaces long-time head
coach Pete Gillen, who left last year to take
over the helm at Providence.
Although Prosser is the new head coach
at XU, he is definitely not a rare sight in
Cincinnati. He was an assistant to Pete
Gillen from 1985-93 before accepting his
own head coaching position at Loyola
College of Maryland for the '93-94season.
During his eight year campaign as Gillen' s
assistant, Xavier's accomplishments were
simply outstanding: five MCC tournament
championships, five MCC regular season

championships, and seven NCAA tournament births which included a "Sweet 16"
appearance in 1990.
With Prosser as top assistant, Xavier's
basketball program g1·cw tremendously,
mostly in his last six seasons. Along with
nine players who come hack this season,
Prosser recruited current NBA players
Derek Strnng (Celtics}, Aaron Williams
(Bucks}, Tyrone Hill (Cavaliers}, and Brian
Grant (Kings).
Before coming to Xavier as an assistant,
Prosser compiled a spectacular career in
playing and coaching basketball. After
playing three years of basketball as a guard
at the United States Merchant Marine
Academy, he joined the staff at the Linsly
Institute in Wheeling, WV. His two year
campaign as head varsity coach brought a
33-9 record to Linsly.
Prosser then took over as head coach at
Wheeling Central Catholic High School in

1994-95 Men's Basketball Schedule

'i9. He spent six years there while compiling a record of 104-48, including a "AA"
State Championship in '82. Prosser made
it to the state tournament five out the six
years as head coach, racking up an outstanding 21-4 record in postseason play.
If there were any questions to Prosscr's
to head coaching ability at the college level,
just look at what he accomplished last
year. Prosser left Xavier to be the head
coach at Loyola College of Maryland for
the 1993-94 season. Loyola had finished at
a mere 2-25 the
)H'evious season,
but
Prosser
turned
that
completely
around, leading
the Greyhounds
toa 17-13 record,
a
MAAC
tournament S

championship,·~
and an NCAA~

OPPONENT

TIME

Wed., Nov. 16
Sat., Nov. 19
. Fri.., Nov. 25
Wed., Nov. 30

DC ALL STARS
WINDSOR
IUPUI
MIAMI (Ohio)

Sat., Dec. 3
Mon., Dec. 5
Sat., Dec. 10
Sat., Dec.17
Mon., Dec.19
Wed., Dec.21
Wed., Dec.28

LOYOLA (Md.)
2 p.m.
at Virginia Tech
7:30 p.m.
at Hartford
7:30 p.m.
OHIO
2p.m.
DAYTON
8 p.m.
CAL STATE NORTHRIDGE 8 p.m.
UMBC
8p.m.

Thu.,Jan.5
Sat., Jan.7
Mon.,Jan.9
Sat., Jan.14
Wed., Jan.18
Sat., Jan.21
Thu., Jan.26
Sat., Jan.28
Mon., Jan.30

at Clevel~nd State
. 7:05 p.m.
at Detroit
4:05 p.m.
at Cincinnati
8:05 p.m.
LA SALLE
8 p.m.
at Wright State
7:35 p.m.
at Notre Dame
4 p.m.
WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE, 8:05 p.m.
at NorthernJllinois
· 8:05 p.m.
at Loyola
8 p.m.

Thu., Feb.2
Sat., Feb.4
Thu., Feb. 9
Sat., Feb.11
Wed. Febl5
Sat., Feh.18
Thu., Feh.23
Sat., Feb.25

CLEVELAND STATE
811.m.
5p.m.
DETROIT
at La Salle
WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY 12p.m.
8:05 p.m.
WRIGHT STATE
3p.m.
at George Washington
8p.m.
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
2p.m.
at Butler

~ri.-Tues.

Mar. 3-7 MCC Tournament (Dayton, Ohio}

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8p.m.
7:30p.m.

TBA

Bold print indicates home game.
All time~ Eastern. All Xavier games can he heard on 700-WLW AM.

Prosser alluded to how our schedule
last year will affect the upcoming season.
"Our road schedule is very challenging
because of last year's home schedule. We
arc at Virginia Tech, at George
Washington, at Notre Dame, who takes
the place of VCU. It's not going to be
easy."
Prosser also views the, revamped MCC
as considerably more challenging as last
year's.
"The league
(MCC) is going to
be difficult. Wisconsin Green Bay
has a great program, LaSalle returns five starters, Illinois-Chicago may have the
most talented
player in the
league in Sherrell
Ford, so the
league is definitely
wide open."

tournament-.,
birth.
This was the oo
school's first :,
N C A A~
A MAN FOR
appearanceever, 5
...
TIIE STUDENTS
anditwasalsothe s
. g g e s t i=
h 1
,
Even though
turnaround in
Head Coach Skip Prosser
Skip Prosser is
NCAA Division I
· the head men's basketball coach, he is
.... basketball.for 1994.
With such an incredible year at Loyola, really a man for the students. Midnight
Madness was a definite boost to Prosser's
why come hack to Xavier?
Prosser stated, " The main reason I confidence for the upcoming season.
"I really appreciate everything the
came hack was thecommibnent that Xavier
is making towards the Atlantic-IO and to a students did at Midnight Madness. I
new arena. I'm coming back to a Xavier thought they did an unbelievable job to
that's determined to get better and better raise the energy levels of our players."
Coach Prosser also stressed the fact
with a new league and a new arena."
that the team was not his. "This team is
theirs(thestudents). Theshirtssay Xavier,
ABOUT THE TEAM
not Pete or Skip. We are really going to
Preisser brings hack to Xavier the need them this year."
When asked about his most satisfying
winning attitude that he established here
moment
as a coach, he talked about the
and took to Loyola. He strives for his
looks
on
his
kids' faces last year when they
players to give their very best at all times,
won
the
MAAC
tournament and were
on and off the floor. What Coach Prosser
headed
to
the
NCAA
tournament for the
wants most is to he able toguide this team
first
time
ever.
to achieve as much as they possibly can this
It wasn't about winning a coaches's
season.
award
or getting a chance to coach against
"I want to give these guys an opportunity
Bobby
Knight in the NCAA tournament in
to go to the NCAA tournament. However,
1993.
It
was about the kids on his team.
the first. game is the most important."
Prosser
is
a very unselfish individual and
Also, since theMCC earns an automatic
his
attitude
reflects in the play of his team.
bid to the "Big Dance" this year, an MCC
Can
Skip
Prosser give Xavier the success
tournament championship is higg atop
that
Pete
Gillen
did? Well, consider this.
Prosser's list of priorities.
Even though Xavier saw the loss of four Prosse_r was at Xavier when they made the
seniors last year to graduation, Coach NCAA tourney seven out of eight years.
Without Prosser, XU fell to Detroit
Prosser seems optimistic about his leaders
Mercy
in the semi-finals of the MCC tourney
this season.
"Jeff Massey and MichaelHawkins lead last year. Can it he said that as Skip Prosser
by example and verbally on the court. goes, so does Xavier basketball? We'll
. They work real hard, which inspires the find out this season .
rest of the team to do the same."

i
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for Ford and Simmons, UIC will he celebrating in March.

The '94-95 campaign for the Phoenix
will he one of rebuilding. Last season,
Wisconsin-Green Bay went 27-7, winning
the Mid-Continent Conference tournament
and upsetting California in the first round
of the NCAA tournament.
As usual, Dick Bennett's team will rely
on tremendous half-court defense and
three-point shooting. Their go-to guy this
year will he junior center· Jeff Nordgaard
(15.6 ppg) who won the Chevrolet Playerof-The-Game during Phoenix's victory
over California. Green Bay will be a
quicker, smaller team this season. However, their lack of experience makes the
Phoenix an outside shot to win the conference this year.

The Bulldogs will look to improve from
last season's disappointing 5-5 MCC
record.
Butler lost Jermaine Guice (18.2 ppg)
and John Taylor (13.6 ppg and 7.5 rpg)
from last year's team. However, the Bulldogs return starters Chris Miske), second
on the tea~ in scoring, and Travis Trice, a
solid all-around performer.
However, Butler will need to step up
their play immensely if they hope to he on
top of the MCC come March.

The Vikings, along with Detroit, could
he another sleeper to take theMCC crown.
Despite losing their top scorer in Sam
Mitchell (16.9 ppg), Cleveland State has a
quick, aggressive squad that could wreak
havoc among opponents.
Malcolm Sims is the Vikings' top returning scorer (11.6) while guards Craig
Caldwell (senior) and Joe Rey (junior), a
former Xavier recruit, provide the punch
in the backcourt.,
Like Wisconsin-Green Bay, their lack
of size will hurt them. However, if Rey
continues to develop like he has, the Vikings could pose a serious threat in the
MCC.

ws ~ 1R E

-

WE E K o F Nov EM B E R

2 1, 1994 -

~NIU

Northern Illinois - The Huskies return four starters from last year's 10-17
team. However, records can he deceiving.
Like LaSalle, NIU lost several closely contested ballgames (10 by a total ofl 7 points).
The Huskies
bring three double
figure scorers hack
from last season.
Forwards
Hubert Register
.and
Jamal
Robinson are two
of the best at their
position in the
MCC while guard
Mike Lipinsky is
an excellent outside shooter.
The bench will
be the real question for Head
Coach
Brian
Hammell this year.
If they contribute like Hammell
is hoping, Huskie
fans will he harking it up in "The
Doghouse" (nickname for Evans
Fieldhouse).

Wright State - The Raiders will he
hard-pressed to he as successful as they
have been the last two seasons.
Wright State lost three key seniors,
Sean Hammonds, Andy Holderman and
Mike Nahan, that helped them to 32 wins
and a NCAA tournament bid in the past
two seasons.
Junior forward Delme Herriman and
sophomore guard Roh Welch will be expected to pick up the scoring slack left
behind by these stellar performers.
With their lack of experience, don't
look for too much from Ralph Underhill's
squad.
Anything more than a middle-of-thepack finish would be impressive for the
Raiders.

ANN

uA L

BA s KE r a A LL

Supp L EM EN r

UWM PANTHERS
Universty of Wisconsin-Milwaukee With only one returning starter from last
year, the Panthers will he hard-pressed to
win more than 12 games this season. Milwaukee was delivered a huge blow in the

off-season when starting guard Mark Briggs
(12.0 ppg) underwent knee surgery.
The fact that the Panthers have no
seniors makes them a team of the future,
not the present.

Loyola of Chicago - Once again, the
Ramblers will he given the distiction of
being picked last in the MCC. However,
the future could very-well he bright for the
Ramblers. First year Head Coach Ken
Burmeister coached at several major J;>ivision-1 schools including assistant positions
at Arizona, Iowa, and Depaul. With these
type credentials, the Ramblers are hound
to get better.
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photo courtesy of Sport8 lnfonnation

Sittli1g,from /~fl: JellllY Rauh, Amy Siefhi1g, Nicole Li!.~e, Head CoacliAfark Eh/ell, LaKiesha Brown,
Missy Heydi11ger and Connie Hamberg.
Standu1g, from lefi: Assistant Coach Ilene lltiuser, Assistallt Coach Molli'que Greene, S/1erry
Clinkellbeard, 11'/issy. Wade, Kristie Stucl.·enberg, Lyllll Rihn, S/1eila Flint, Trai'.(zer Jody Jeni'l.:e and
Student Trauzer Jeanette Brandt.

Women's hoops seek respect
photo courtesy of Sports Information

BY

Ron NEISON

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

For a team that works extremely hard on and off the court,
the Xavier women's basketball
team, coached by Mark Ehlen,
does not get the respect it rightly
deserves.
Maybe you noticed it during
Midnight Madness when the
women were not really given the
time ofday in the program. Maybe
il comes from the fact that superstar Carol Madsen departed last
year or that the coaches poll has
picked the Muskies fifth in the
revampedMidwesternCollegiate
Conference.
However, do not write off the
Muskies just yet. In the last three
years, they haveaveraged20wins
a season andmade an NCAA tournament trip in '92-93. Last year,
they were within one game of a
return trip to the Big Dance. This
year could be more of the same.
Xavier still has talent left over
from these successful years.
However, more importantly, this
team has a great attitude and a lot
ofheart.Also, thewomen'shoops
teamseespossiblebenefitstobeing
tagged underdog for this year.
"We kind of like not being the
favorites this year," said senior
Lynn Bihn. "People will
underestimate us this year."
·senior Nicole Llke expressed
the same sentiments. "The fact
thatwearen'tfavoredthisseason
canbeveryadvantageousforus."
XU will be led by the "little
general," senior point guard and

co-captainNicoleLike. She dished Wade and Sherry Clinkenbeard
Sophomore Jenny Rauh pushes it up thefloor in a game last season.
out 53 assists last year in aii in- to step up when needed by Coach
XV will rely more on Rauh~ perimeter shooting this year.
jury-plagued season. HLikestays Ehlen. Wade is a tremendously
healthy,Xavierpossessesaheady, athletic player who has the
experienced point guara who can potential to really help XU in the
1994-95 Women's BMketball Schedule
run the show. A tenacious paint. She must step up this year
TIME
defenderwithgoodfundamentals and· produce if the Musketeers.
OPPONENT
DATE
and a tremendous attitude, Llke' hope to win the conference. .
2p.m.
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
Sat., Nov.26
.. Sherry Clinkenb~ard is an
ii! bound to rub off on the other
7p.m.
BOWLING GREEN
Tue., Nov.29
. excellent outsi4~ shooter. at her
· players.
One player who is bound to forward position. Working hard
at Rice Classic
6 p.m.
Sat., Dec.3
benefit from Like's adept passing to pull her weight down this
(Xavier, Grambling, Idaho, Rice)
skills will be senior center and co- summer, Clinkenbeard could
Consolation/Championship Games TBA
Sun., Dec.4
captain Lynn Bihn. Bihn is the pose a problem for defenders on
ILLINOIS
7 p.m.
Wed., Dec.7
Muskies top returning scorer the perimeter and in the paint.
at Dayton
2 p.m.
Sat., Dec 10
Also, expected to see more time
(12.9 ppg) and rebounder (8.7
7p.m.
Wed., Dec.21 MIAMI
rpg) from last year's campaign. this year will be point guard Missy
at Pittsburgh Tournament
3 p.m.
Thu., Dec.29
Bihn was also the MCC Heyding~r, forward Sheila Flint,
(Bucknell, Niagra, Pitt, Xavier)
tournament MVP last year in a arid transfer Kristy Stuckenberg.
Consolation/Championship Games TBA
Fri., Dec.30
Heydinger is tremendously
losing cause. She possesses many
good inside moves and runs the hard worker who will take some
at Notre Dame
7p.m.
Thu.,Jan.5
floor extremely well for someone . of the heat off Nicol~ Llke.
DETROIT
2p.m.
Sat., Jan.7
Flint; while lacking in experiwho has been plagued with a knee
at Cleveland State :
7:30p.m ..
Thu., Jan.12
injury. The success of this year's ence, is a very strong player who
lp.m.
at La Salle
. Sat., Jan.14 .
team will rest largely on her ·can hit the·mid-range jumper..
Sat.,Jan;21
at Wright State
5p.m.
With time; she will·produce for
shoulders.
Tue., Jan.24 -LOYOLA
7p.m.
However, a pair of hotshots : the Muskies.
at Northern Illinois
Sat., Jan.27
7p.m.
Stuckenberg has got the size to
should help Bihn in the scoring
7:3op;m,
at Cincinnati
Mon., Jan30
department. Both Amy Siefring mixitupwithanyoneinthepaint.
and Jenny Rauh can hit the The only question is experience.
at Illinois-Chicago
Thu., Feb.2
7p.m.
As long as they stay healthy,
outside "J" consistently. Despite
at Butler
Sat., Feh.4 .
4p.m.
being short, Siefring crashes the Xavier could open some eyes this
Wed., Feh.8 WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE
7p.m.
board extremely well. Rauh is year in the MCC. They play a
Sat., Feb. 11 WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY
3p.m.
more of a finesse player who 'II tough schedule with the University
Mon., Feh.13 at Detroit
7p.m.
mix it up a hit if need be. The new of Illinois and Miami University
Sat., Feb.18 WRIGHT STATE
211.m.
free-lance offense this season (OH)comingtotowninDecember.
Thu., Feb. 23 · CLEVELAND STATE
7p.m.
should open it up for Rauh and These games, along with tough
Sat., Feb.25
LASALLE
2p.m.
conference match-ups, will be a
Company this year.
Xavier's weakness will be at character check for this young
Wed.,Mar. l at Notre Dame
7p.m.
the forward position. With only team with great potential.
Sun.,Mar.5 MCC Tournament Play-In·
TBA
However, with team unity,
one proven inside player, the·
Muskies may have to play with their goal of reaching the NCAA
four guards on many occasions. tournament is a reality within
Bold print indicates home game.
XU will look at forwards Missy their grasp.
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~iiOrej)eat as NCAA champs
BY

Russ SIMEONE

Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Once again, the college hoops season is
upon us. It is time for trey bombs, buzzer
beaters, and rim-rockin' dtmks. All of the
pressure defenses, David and Goliath
upsets, and in-your-face trash talking will
be present in the 1994~95 campaign.
Another long-time resident in the college
basketball community is the Top 25. Every
week fans will pick up the paper and search
the list for there favorite team. Luckily,
The Newswire understands the addiction
to the Top 25 polls and is presenting its top
teams.
1. Arkansas. Not a surprise. When
you return all five starters from the previous year's national champion, the number-one ranking usually tags along. Forward Corliss Williamson may be the best
player in the country, while his frontcourt
partner, Scotty Thurman, may have the
nation's purest shot. Point guard Corey
Beck is one of the most underrated players
in the NCAA.
2. North Carolina. Rasheed Wallace
(C),JerryStackhouse(F),andJeffMclnnis
(PG) - three super sophs. Throw in two
long-range guns, Donald Williams and
Dante Calabria, and Dean Smith has a
complete squad. That usually translates
into 25+ wins and a run at number one.
3. UCLA. Leading the charge will be
the O'Bannon brothers, Ed (a senior
forward) and Charles (a sophomore
forward), and Tyus Edney (PG). Each has
enough talent and experience to make a
title run.·

photo by Kent Gidley

Alabama center Antonio McDyess

4. . UMass. Lou Roe (F) and Coach
John Calipari are two of the nation's best.
Roe, a Dick Vitale "Windex Man," will be
supported by 6-11 sophomore center
Marcus Camby and guard Mike Williams.
Donta Bright and Dana Dingle, both
forwards, also add talent to Calipari's
club.
5. Maryland. The Terrapins should
vault to the land of the college basketball
elite this season. They return all five
starters (Joe Smith-C, Exree Hipp- G/F,
Keith Booth-F, Johnny Rhodes - G, and
Duane Simpkins - G). Coach Gary
Williams' team may challenge N.C. for
A
C
C
supremacy.
6.
Kentucky. Led by
Coach Rick
Pi ti no,
the
Wildcats should
be a contender
for the top spot.
Rodrick
Rhodes (F) has
an abundance
of talent and
Tony Delk (G)
is a potential
NBA
star.
Watch for 6-9
Walt McCarty
to emerge as a
force in the
SEC.
7. Arizona.
They
have
talent (Damon
Stoudamireancl game.
Reggie Geary),
but can they shake the reputation of being
soft? Lute Olson, in his 12th season with
the Wildcats, should push his squad
deep into the NCAA tournament.
8. Duke. A rating this high may he
too kind, but look for them to be in the
Sweet 16 again. Why? Coach K. Need
wesaymore? Yes ... OK,CherokeeParks
(C) and Jeff Capel (PG).
9. Indiana. AlanHenderson(F)and
Bobby. Knight, possibly the greatest
coach to walk the planet (except for
Dean Smith), will attempt to lead the
Hoosiers back to the promised land.
10•.Florida. What, another SEC
team? Indeed. Leading the charge for
the Gators will be 6-lOAndrnw DeClercq
(F/C), who is a force in the paint.
11. Michigan. Should have a slow
start, but will be tough to beat when
March rolls around. Jerod Ward is one
of the cow1try's top frosh and should
team well with veterans Ray Jackson and
Jimmy King.
12. Georgetown. Coach John Thompson should push for another NCAA
title with center Othella Harrington, taken
from the same mold as former HoyaAlonzo
Mourning, and freshman guard Allen

4

Iverson. Iverson may make Hoya fans
forget about Joey, uh, what's his name?
13. Kansas. Jaques Vaughn is an
outstanding point guard who will get help
from three giants (7-1 Greg Ostertag, 6-11
Scot Pollard, 6-11 RaefLaFrentz).
14. Syracuse. Lawrence Moten (G) is
a potential lottery pick. Team him up with
forwards John Wallace and Lucious
Jackson, as well as JUCO transfer Michael
Lloyd (G), and Orangemen fans will be
. .'
JUmpm,
15. Alabama. 6-9 Sophomore Antonio
McDyess is the nation's best kept secret.
He is a defensive force who also has decent
touch at the
offensive
e n d
Forwards
J a m a l
Faulkner
and Jason
Caffey join
McDyess to
create one of
the
best
frontcourts
in
the
country.
16. Vir~ ginia. PG
mcorey
~ Alexander is
~ back after an

year
experience.
All
the
Cavaliers need is a little consistency from
both and a. 20 ~ season is a lock.
17. UConn. Donny Marshall (F) and
Ray Allen (G) should help Coach Jim
Calhoun keep the Huskies near the top of
the Big East. However' the loss of Mr. Do
Everything, Donyell Marshall, will
definitely take its toll ..
18. Georgia Tech. The Yellow Jackets
may have two All-Americans in PG Travis
Best and F James Forrest. Ed Elisma (C),
Drew Barry (G), and freshman Mike
Maddox (F) should round out an impressive
starting five. They may even make a run at
the ACC title if they avoid injuries.
19. Wake Forest. 6-10 Tim Duncan
(C) and Randolph Childress (G) present
opponents with a tremendous inside/
outside combination. Childress is on almost
every pre-season All-American team.
20. Wisconsin. F Michael Finley and
C Rashard Griffith, who almost left, give
the Badgers two quality players to bank
on. An injury to either one will destroy the
team.
21. Oklahoma State. Big Country,
Bryant Reeves, is more than just a big
body. He is a big body with some skills.

: .;;

·

p aolo

Virgtiu'a potill guard Cory Alexander

The Cowboys' center is the main ingredient to a big year for State.
22. Villauova. Lastyear'sNITchamp
is going to wreak havoc on the big boys this
year. Led by versatile Kerry Kittles (G),
the Wildcats should go well beyond the
chants of "We're number 65!"
·23. Michigan State. Guard Shawn
Respert should make Coach J ucl
Heathcote's farewell season a memorable
one. He will need help, though, from Eric
Snow and Quinton Brooks.
2,t, ·Cincim1ati. The arrival of Danny
Fortson, one of the nation's top recruits,
should help fill the void left by Dontonio
Wingfield. DamonFlintandKeithLeGree,
a transfer from Louisville, combine to form
a tough back court.
25. Penn. The best team in the Ivy
League. That does not say too much, but
last year's 25-3 record and first round
NCAA tourney win speak volumes. The
Quakers big guns are guards Jerome Allen
and Matt Maloney..

